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The work of this Panel for the Evaluation of
Expert-en .al Literacy Projects was the asse-ssing of how the pattern
of evaluation it had previously formulated had been applied in the
Experimental World Literacy Programme (EWLP). In the judgment of the
Panel, by 1974 evaluation specialists will be able to present a
report that will enable Member States to make a reasonably
well-founded judgment on the value of functional literacy and on the
efficiency of various means of achieving it. It is stressed that the
full effects of a successful functional literacy-program may not been
seenfor a decade or more. It is Also the opinion of-the Panel that
by 1972, -it should be possible to See--onl-a limited scale the extent
to which some prograMS have changed-traditional practices in
agriculture- and industry._ In addition_to use of proposed indicators
in the Standardized Data Reporting System to :evaluate the EWLP, it is

--recommended-that other material be collected also on qualitative and
organizational aspects _of the _program. The-Paner.also urged that all
prOjects .work in'close cooperation with the responsible authorities
to.facilitate the .eventual transfer of pilot-projects-into'hational
structures. The Pariel felt that functional literacy works best when.
Closely related to specific development objectives. The distribution
Of.a coSting manual to all project's and mOre research by universities
are_seen as needs... (DB)
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Fourth Meeting of the el for Evaluation
of Experimental Literacy Pro jects

(Unesco House, Paris, 20th-24th September 1971)

1. The Fourth Mee ing of the Panel for the Evaluation of Experimental
Literacy Projects was inaugurated at Unesco Headquarters on 20th September
1971. The Panel, established in 1967 for a period of five years to advise the
Director-General on all problems of evaluation in the experimental literacy
projects, held its first and second meetings in Unesco House, Paris, from
11th-15th December 1967 and 2nd-6bh December 1968. Panel members also
participated in a special meeting in Unesco House from lst-5-th becembor 1969
to consider the problems in the Exnerimental Uorld Literacy Programme and to
make recommendations for overcoming them. The third meeting was held in Iran
from Sth-17th September 1970.

2. At the beginning of the Meeting Panel members and other narticipan+s were
informed that Mr. Oscar Vera, who had played a distinguished role in the Panel
since its inception, had died in May 1971. Mr. J. C. Cairns, representing the
Director-General, and Mr. C. '7.. Beeby, speaking for the Panel, paid tribute
to Mr. Vera's outstanding qualities and his important contribution to Unesco's
work. It was unanimously decided that a letter of sympathy would be sent to
Mrs. Vera by the Panel to convey their condolences.

3. The Meeting was attended by six members of the Panel. Mr. S. M. Shari
was unable to attend for personal reasons. Mr. Rene Dumont had resigned
during the previous year; Panel menbers, while appreciating the reasons for
his decision, stressed the value of the contribution he had made. The Panel
also recorded its deep appreciation of the outstanding dedication and leader-
ship given to the 1.3.1r-T.L.P. by Mr. A. Deleon, who, since December 1970, has been

seconded as Executive Secretary of the International-Commission on the
Development of Education. Tuo representatives of 7.N.D.P., representatives of
three universities, the national director from Sudan, national experts from
Algeria, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Mali and Tanzania, Chief Technical Advisers from
Afghanistan, AlgerSa, Mali and 'Tanzania, the Co-Director of A.S.F.E.C. and
evaluators from C.R.21.F.A.L., Ecuador, Ethiopia, Guinea, Iran, Arab Republic
of Egypt, Sudan, Tarzania and Venezuela, as well as an international expert

from Venezuela, attended the ileeting for list of participants see Appendix 1)

L. The Panel decided unanimously that Mr. C. v.. Beeby, Mr. A. Bouhdiba and

Mr. D. Acquah act as-Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur, respectively, for

the Fourth Meeting (for the Almenda, see ippendix 2



5. Mr. J. C. Cairns, Acting Director, Department of Out-of-School Educatior,
presented a general report on the substantial progress made, both qualitively
and quantitatively, in the E:4.L.P. since September 1970. For trainLng of
senior national counterparts the new concept of field operational seminars had
proved extremely valuable and was being extended; arrangements had also been
developed with three universities to provide specialised training facilities.
A significant turning point in the overall evaluat5.on strategy had been reached
at the 1970 Evaluation Panel and the associated experts' meeting; since then
three experts' meetings have been held at Headquarters in May, July and
September 1971, leading to systlematic, professional development in evaluation
designed to prepare for a prer ary progress report in 1972 and a more
substantial report in 1974.

6, kmong the important priorities facing the P Mr. Cairns mentioned:
the need to develop effectiire relationships between the experimental

projects and existing national iixogrammes to determine the ministries or
organizations which would take over functional literacy responsibilities on
completion of the projects, and to make effective arrangements for such take-
overs during the final stages of the experimenidal projects; (b) the solving
of problems of teacher-training, support, organization and administration as
projects moved from the small-scale laboratory staee to the expansion stage;
(c) the need to devote increasing attentim during the final stages of projects
to post-literacy planning; d the obtaining of additional sources for large-
scale fundin

7. Mr. Platt, Director of the Department of the Planning and Financing of
Education, pointed out the relevance of functional literacy as a potential
answer to the urgent need of developing new educational strategies. He con-
sidered that, for evaluation purposes, monetary concepts alone would not
provide the required answers, but changes in working behaviour and in life-
style, together with possible sideeffects not quantifiable, should form a
basis for comprehensive-evaluation of functional literacy programmes.

8. The work of thia Panel differed in some ways from previous meetings in
that it assessed how Vie pattern of evaluation it had laid down earlier had
been applied in the E.W.L.P. Ihe last two meetings had been devoted more to
discussions of basic principles and the formulation of general patterns.

9. Evaluation:'The Panel reviewed the application am the projects of its
recommendations concerning evaluation. It noted with satis-

faction that two imoortant meetings of evaluation experts (3rd-8th May 1971
and 15th-17th September 1971) led to the establishment of a Standardized Data
Reporting System as well as a precise reporting schedule for 1972. The Panel
also noted the important achievements in developing a common approach to the
construction of various instruments while still maintain ng sufficient freedom
in each project to meet spcffic local requirements. On the basis of two
documents presented to it M.7 CONF.43/3 and MA/2265/20.09) and after
hearing reports by all project evaluators, the Panel is distinctly impressed
with the great improvement in evaluation since 1969. The Panel recognizes a
new pr:fessional quality in much of the work currently undertaken in evaluation,
which it believes to be the most encouraging velopment in this field over
the past year. The meetings of the experts in evaluation and methodology'
held during the year have clearly contributed to this and to the growth of
a group spirit which was obvious in the discussions. This fleeting has made
it clear that, with the increased experience of the evaluators, a certain
quantity of data in a. systematic form will be available from the projects by
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early in 1972, but that anything like a comprehensive repo t on the results of
the programmes as a whole cannot be expected until 1974.

101 Despite the good progress made in the evaluation of many projects, the
Panel feels that same of the evaluation experts may still underestimate the
amount of work involved in meeting the commitments they made in September and
reaffirmed at this Meeting. They have limited resources of time, funds and
personnel, and the kinds of data they contemplate collecting can pile up at
an alarming rate and can pat intolerable strain on staff, both in the field and
at. Headqua:eters. The Panel sugzests that, if the experts find themselves in
danger of being overwhelmed by data, they establish a system of priorities
that will enable them to process a limited quantity of data properly and
present them in a useable form early in 1972.

U. Although no definite date has yet been set for the presentation of the
first report on the projects as a whole, it seems likely that Member States will
expect a progress report for the consideration of the General Conference in
1972, particularly on the pvoj-cts that will, by then, have been operating for
five years. The information tilat will be available at that time cannot
possibly answer all the questions that have been raised concerning functional
literacy but it should be possible by then to give some significant indication
of the degree of success that may be expected of the Projects.

12. The Panel is confident that, if the evaluation specialists can maintain
the rate of professional growth they have shown over the past twelve months,
they will, by 1974, be able to present a report that will enable Member States
to make a reasonably well-founded judgment on the value of functional literacy
and on the efficiency of various means of achieving it. It must be stressed,
however, that the full effects of a successful functional literacy progranuue
may not be seen for a decade or more. In a rapidly changing world the final
test of a functional literacy programme is not just whether it enables people
to do their present job better but whether it helps them to meet constantly
changing demands, both vocational and social.

13. Tqhen the first projects we e started in 1967 there was a general
expectation that, within four or five years, they would show a measurable
effect on productivity. It is now quite clear that, except in a few specific
cases and on a very narrow front, this is too much to expect, particularly as
most projects took far longer to become operational than had been foreseen.
Nevertheless, by 1972, it should be possible to see on a limited scale the
extent to which some programmes have changed traditional practices in agri-
culture and industry. Experts in these fields dhould be able to make fair
curate forecasts of the effects these changes in practice will have on
oduction, without waiting for actual production figures that will be dependent
any year on the vagaries of climate or on changes of management in industry.

So the Panel strongly recommends that Indicator 2.13 (adoption of recomended
practices) be no longer optional but be considered as an essential indicator in
programmes where it is relevant. Some participants in the discussion main-
tained, moreover, that this indicator is a far mora reliable measure of
changed attitudes than is any instrumant for measuring attitude change.

14. If at all possible, changes in public 1now1edge of functional programmes
and changes in the attitudes of emplayers, civic leacers, government officials
and others concerned with carrying out functional literacy programmes should
also be subject to some type of assessment.
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15. The Panel then went on to consider whether the proposed indicatacs in
the Standardized Data Reporting System, even when they are fully covered, will
be adequate in themselves to provide answers to all the questios on which
Members States will expect guidance from the evaluation progrankae. It is quite
clear that more will be expected of evaluation than these indicators alone
can offer and that valuable experience will be lost unless a systematic effort
is made to gather other information on qualitative and organizational a:Teets
of the programme. The Panel, therefore, recommends that project staff be asked
to collect other material, not covered by the standard indicators, which will:

a) provide a continuing process evaluation of qualitative and
organizational aspects of each project;

b) enable them to present a report on these aspects as a part of
the final evaluation of the project;

) provide information which will allow informed judgments to
be made on the most effective inputs of the projects (e.g.
the most receptive participants, the best organizational
framework, etc.

d assist an outside team to make a clinical case study of each
project at an appropriate moment before the experimental
phase ceases.

16. To this end it is suggested that the Secretariat at Headquarters take
steps to prepare a paper to guide the project staff in the collection of
such material. It is sunested also that universities may have a useful part
to play in this type of evaluation. Obviously, the cost of sending an outside
team of, say, two people to make such a case study in each survey, will be
considerable, and it is sugLested that this might be the type of activity in
which the U N D.P. might be especially interested.

17. Mr. Luke, representative of U.N.D.P. at the Meeting, stated that his
Organization would welcome the new emphasis now being placed on evaluation of
results as opposed to evaluation for programe support. Discussions on the
Standardized Data Reporting System reflected a blend of caution and determi-
nation on the part of various evaluators concerned, which augured well for the
evaluation exercise now praposed. Hopefully, the results obtained by March
1972 would be sufficiently repreentative to influence significantly the
future of the projects.

18. Alt_ough, of course, Nr. Luke could not coimnit his Headquarters, he
believed U.N.D.P. would be disposed to favour increased support for the
evaluation aspects of the functional literacy projects presently assisted
U.N.D.P., if this uere found to be pecessa

19. Transition from Pilot Projects

consider once more the relationship
programmes. This question takes on
several pilot projects will come to

o National P o - The Panel had an
opportunity to

between pilot projects and nationa
a dimension of special urgency because
a close at the end of 1972.



20. After reviewing, with the experts present at this Mee in_ the steps
taken to integrate pilot projects'with national structures, the Panel concluded
that they were further advanced than the Panel expected and give promise that,
in many cases, the transfer of projects is being well prepared and will
proceed smoothly.

21. The Panel recommends that steps be taken to ensure the presence of at
least one international expert beyond the pilot stage of the project. This
will permit the carrying out of post-literacy proLrammes and any additional
evaluation still considered essential. International experts could be
requested under the new country programming scheme. The Panel urges that all
projects which have not done .so take immediate steps to work in close co-

.

operation with the responsible authorities to facilitate the eventual transfer
of pilot projects.

22. Definition of functional literacy: The Panel took note of the definition
of functional literacy as stated in

the Draft Progamme and Budget for 1971-72 (paragraphs 323-327). The Panel
underlined once more the need for flexibthty in any definition of the
concept of functional literacy. This is necessary to permit the inclusion of
many different national conditions in a continuing clarification of the idea
of functional literacy. The Panel confirms its statement on functional
literacy appearing in its report of the Third Meeting (paragraph 24). Some
members wished to underline the important contribution of functional literacy
to the improvement of the quality of life and felt the concept should not be
confined to economic consideration.

23. Functional literacy should serve not only in the achievement of specifIc
and isolated development objectives but dhould contribute to creating an
environment in which literate adults can work most effectively towards
national development goals. However, experience has shown that functional
literacy seems to work best when closely related to specific development
objectives.

24. Costing of functIonal literacy: The Panel recognised the many difficulties
of a methodological nature, but considered

the costing of functional literacy to be of great importance. The Panel,
therefore, urged that initial steps be taken by the Secretariat to provide for
the distribution,of a costing manual to all projects. This guide would permit
the collection of information on the cost of functional programmes and thus
form an essential element in the final evaluation of tha economic viability
of functional literacy. The Panel suggests that the Secretariat work in
collaboration with during the coming year on this important question.

25. Research and relations with universities: The Panel was glad to note
evidence of some co-operation

with 7:11'_vorsities in the past year but felt that more could still be done.
It expresE,Jd the hope that steps be taken at a national level to involve
universities and research institutions in carrying out research of value to
the E.TI.L.P. The Panel is aware that many academic institutions are either
disinclined or unable to provide the necessary research support. Difficulties
may have arisen sometimes because universities have emphasized fundamental
research, whereqs the first requirement of pro ects is research that mill
give them operational sup?ort.
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26. The Panel recommends that national universities be encourag d to
complement, whenever possible, the work of project teams with particular stress
on: (a) research in methodology; (b) training in research; (c) analysis and
treatment of evaluation data; (d) all aspects of research requiring a snecial
understanding of the culture in which projects operate. It further urges
that contacts be established at local levels, either on a person-to-person
basis or through farmal institutional channels and points out that tha greatest
help will often come from specialised institutions, such as agricultural
colleges and technical institutions. It was suggested by one par icipant-
that, in some cases, the most effective co-operation can be achieved by
linking project research with some on-going activities in the universities.
Finally, the Panel recommends that the Secretariat prepare a statement on a
clear strategy on research, taking into consideration the long-term require-
ments of the E.T.1.L.P., including research to be carried out by national
institutions after the closing of pilot projects.

27. One of the essential difficulties of research in the past has been the
lack of adequate financial resources. Therefore, the Panel was particularly
interested in the statement of the U.N.D.P. representative that financing of
research may be possible mithin the individual projects' budgets if their
funds permit, or alternatively, a separate research woject might be considered,
to be charged against the countries' Indicative Planning Figure if the governr;;
ments so wish. Funds for "global" projects, on the other hand, are, at
present, limited to 1% of the total U.N.D.P. resources available. Support
from governments for a "global" or even an "inter-regional" research project
would need to be carefully weighed before it were submitted to the Administration
for consideration. If the Programme Working Group were favourably disposed
towards a project of this kind, the endorsement of the proposal by three or
four governments mould still need to be obtained before the project requests
could be processed further.

28. FoUowup on reco!lmlendations of the last Panel eeting: After hearing the
reports of the

representative of the Direct eral and in light of its diOcussions
throughout this Meeting, the Panel is of the opinion that some of its
recommendations formulated at the Third Session had been adopted in full and
most reasonable progress had been made towards carrying out most of the rest.
Mr. Cairns had stressed some of the early difficulties of many of the pilot
pro ects due to unrealistic targets in the plans of operation. It was often
very difficult to readjust those targets and to revise the plans of operation.
Referring to these difficulties experienced by the E.Tri.L.P., Mr. Luke stated
that the introduction of the word "pilot" into the title of some of the projects
had seemed, to the U.h.D.P., to reflect a moving away from a limited experi-
mentation operation, which In its view has been the objective- of these projects,
towards expansion. Changes in the direction of the projects had, therefore,
been questicned. Normally, modifications of plans of operation through
Adjustment Advice and Amendments were fairly routine. He thought that, at
this stage, there mould be little likelihood of negotiations for changes in
the plans of operation being protracted, if they mere proposed in the spiri
of experimentation and in the interests of furthering project evaluation.

29. Finally, th_ Panel supports the Secretariat's plan to convene a meeting
of methodology experts in the comin; year. Such a meeting would be useful, if
properl, prepared, in stressing once more the experimental aspects of the
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1 Statement and Report on the progress.of
the E.W.L.P. since the last session by the
representative of the Director-General

2. Statement by the Director of the Department
of Educational Planning on the importance of
evaluation of functional literacy

Presentation by the Secretariat on the
results of three .experts' meetings:
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c) 15th-17th September 1971 (Doc. EDI/
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20.09)

4. Review of evaluation work and consideration
of the proposed working schedule
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8 Research and relationship with universities
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